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Trip Report (39-68), SK-5 Air Cushion Vehicle

craft with the same basic silhouette in two different sizes. This size
difference could exist in the vehicles or the basic vehicle may be the same
size with different weapons configurations.)

W.T. A'Allthe

S

configured as a
b. Air Cushion Combat Vehicle (ACCV)Q An ACV !-6)
tactical transport, command, or combat service support vehicle dependent
on the element to which assigned. It may be used in any of these applications when such employment is dictated by mission requiremnto.
An ACV (S-•) configured to
c. Air Cushion Assault Vehicle (ACAV).
provide organic surface fire support for the unit or slement. It is organic
to the light and heavy assault platoons of the propcoed ACV troop (Incl 2).
This vehicle performs missions that are now being conductad by the sccut,
tank and support aections of the armored cavalry platoon. Its weapons configuration may include fixed mounts for two i!. .50 4achine guns, 20om cannon or automatic grenade launchers (on top of cabin), and two M5 (40m= gre-

nade) ar

sment
systems mourted on forward firing platforms.

In addition,

universal weapon pylons uay be mounted on each side of the cabin (attached
to cabin or deck). These pylons will accommodate a varie~v of weapons byeStems dependent on th-3 vehicle mission requirements. Type forward firing
armament systems that should be evaluated are: 106 or a similar type recoilless rifle, TOW or Shillelagh missile systems and FF"AR rockets. Fires to
the side can be provided by gunners ermed with the M60 machine gun and/or
automatic grenade launchers,
5. Doctrine and Techniques. The tactics being applied by the ACV unit follow those of standard cavalry org-Aizations. Armor or armored cavalry trained
officers and enlisted men will feel completely vat home" in regard to operation of the vehicles and employment of the unit. Instructions on the machanical operation ard maintenance of the vehicle is the major training requirement. With adequate weapons systems, an ACV unit- of troop size can be em'ployed on reconnaiecancs- and surveillance missions and provide security for
the unit to which assigned. The troop will &iso be capable of engaging in
offensive, defensive and delaying actions as an economy of fbrc- unit. The
unit can support waterbonle forces or forces operating on land. By projecting the size of the organization, the writer of this report can visualize
a battalion of infantry equipped with ACVs operating in the Mekong Delta
aria id much the aame manner as mechanized infantry would operate on dry land.
Operations have been conducted by mechanized infantry across partially in
undated rice paddies and marsh areas. With ACVs, this same infantry unit
would not to hampered by the myriad of variations in land and water I lund
dditionally, the movement of such an operation wovld
in riverine areas.
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be much more rapid. The ACV negotiates vertical obstacles 31 feet high,,
crosses rice paddies, low dikes, swamp forests of trees smaller than five
inches in diametcr and one row thick, elephant grass 6 feet tall, climbs
elopes to ten percent and higher slopea for short distances. It can move
at speeds in excess of 25 knots while traversing these types of terrain.
In short, it is the opinion of the present ACV commander and this report
writer that the ACV can provide to the commander of forces in riverine areas,
the mobility, firepo'"r, and shock effect of armored and armored cavalry
units currently available only to couanders eperating in dry land areas.
Listed below are examples of how a platoon of three vehicles may be employed.
Inclosure 3 contains an after action report,
a, Three ACVs 1rkina in conjunction with a light afre team: This
forc.e can conduct detailed reconnaissance of a specific target area developed from the radar mirveillance or other targeting means. The fire team
provides navigation assistance to the AM~s, long range recomaissance, and
application of immediate aerial fire power to engaged targets. The ACMs
pro-v!de detailed reconnalssance, on the ground search of developed targots
or areas inaccessible to aerial examination, and direct, ground level fires
on fleeing or entrenched targets. The combination can be used when ligh,
contact is expected,
b. Three AC•s operatLng in conjunction with one LOH! This force conrducts high speed, general reconnaissance of a broad area of unknown eneuq
activity. It can ferret out base areas and suspected LOCs. The LOH provides navigation assistance and longer range observation, Th-is toam is used
when little enemy contact is expected.
c, Three ACVs attached to an air cavalry troopt The ACVs provide the
detailed surface search of targets identified by the air cavalry troop.
Working together, they can block enemy routes of movement, fix enemy forces
for exploitation by airmobile infantry, identify limits of contact and engage moving or stationary enemy units. When uned in a nutually aupporting
role., this force combines the best characteristics of both helicopters and
ACVs. It ir used where heavy eneay contact is expected,
d. Troop lift for Mneuver units: Each ACV can carry 9 to 12 combat
troops ridiAg on the decks outside the cabin. This provides the capability
for rapid relocation of an infantry platoon in a single 3 ACV lift during
daylight and over difficult terrain. With an improvement in night vision
deviceso this capability can be extended to the hours of darkness. This conb:tned ACV/infantry team can be employed as a pursuit, blockIng or search/sweep
ff-ce.

mWl••. a n m
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e. KI~ht §sueillance: The on-board DECCA 202 radar and the fast closing speed of the ACV allow the craft to be utilized in night surveillance
and 1OG interdiction of waterways. After deception operations to cover
movement.. the AC?. can be shut down and used to establish an observation
post, Utilizing their radar and night vision devices,, the AC?. can plot
watercraft operating under the cover of darkn~ess,

With adequate groundI

rad-r, tiiis type of ropration could be extended to land operations.
f.LRP insertions and extractione: The high speed and awrginal terrain
cr*ssiug and stopping capability of AC7s imake fhem suited to LiT operations.
Used iu conjunction with deception operations, the ACVs can insert or extract several LRPs in one mission. In areas kith tree lines or steep canal

banks, concealment is afforded the operation and can hide the ACV a~vOintn.
With Improved land navigation eqmipment, accu-zate poteitioning of LR~a at

night is possible.a
g. AC?. with a p~latoon of .irbonts: For wide ranging reconnaissance
missions in predominantly wet areas,, where little enemy contact is expctedi,
the ACV capabilities can be used to complement the airboat capabilities.
AC?. with airboats can carry out a detailed search and sweep of such areas
as the Plain of Reedes periphery of U Jlinh Forrest and the Rung Sat Special
Zone. They can also be used in surveillance and daily patrol of enemy
LOC. in these areas, obtsi:5.ng intelligence for employvint of heliborne
forces.
h. ;irgaecE med--evac resuo~ly. command and control. and revositionnSc of lightwei~fpht artillery:t The inside clear cabin space of 65 square
feet,, flat outside decks (6 feet wide each), approxiznately 6,W0 ..bs of
emergency load lift ca&pability,# and high speed offer opportunities for
utilization of AC~s in various logistical or coinmnd roles. An experifmet
ic being conducted by the ;resent ACV unit to determine if AC?. can carry
102 model 105ma howitzors. If so# rapid all-weather repositioning of artillery over marginal terrain becomes feasible. An all-weather, h-ighly mbile
CP can be provided company or battalion comoanders and ined-evac to either
ship or shore installationoo can be accomplished with a relatively stablej
i-ide for the patient.
*6.

Organization. Based on the experiences of the present ACV unit in RVI,,
it appears that three or four vehicles will provide the best plAtoon organization for combat operations. Five vehicles (standard tank platoon) would
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be too difficult to control because of the wide dispersion between the
ACVs when oprtinf in flat, open terrain such as the Plain of Reeds.
When travers ,
•A -ow canals, the best formation found to date, is the
"OVOor inverted wedge formation. This allows the rear of the two front
craft to be protected by the third craft, which, because of it being a
single vehicle, can operate in the middle of the channel, thereby reducing
the chance of ambush from the banks. A platoon of three ve' cles has the
capability to find the enemy, make contact, and maintain that cc,.taet for
short periods of time. A larger organization is necessary if any extensive
operations are planned or if the ACT unit is tasked to do more than establish contact. The platoon, however, can provide the base of fire or waneuver element for other type forces. It is recommended that Jn order to
provide a valid evaluation of the air cushion concept, that an organization
tailored along the guidelines set forth in the proposed TOE at Inclosure
2 be activated for operations in M•N.
It is essential that an organization
of troop size contain a direct support maintenance capability. As for
other logistical supprt current doctrine will suffice except in the area
of fuel resupply. Because the terrain over which the organization will
operate will normally oe iapassaOle to conventional vehicles, fuel, along
with fuel pumps, mwst be supplied by helicopter. There is the possibility
thit an SK-6 ACV could be configured to carry a fuel resupply for the unit,
howcu•a for self-protection a resupply vehicle would be required to travel
with th. platoons, making it highly v*kerable to enemy fire. If the tanker
is left -.
t the operating base and then brought forward for refueling operations, 1t will require the use of combat AXVs to fanction as escort vehi,Cles. Zherefore, it would appear that helilift refueling would be the most
practical in the near time frame. However, it may be within the current
state of the art t0 devise a platform that has an air cushicn effect, but
with no propulsion. This "trailer" could then be pulled by an SK-6 ACT
and perhaps provide eiaough pay load that it would be beneficial for the
unit to resupply with fuel a& amunition in this manner. This method would
relieve the commandei- 3f the *bad weather" consideration associated with
air operations. *(See Footnote)
7. Training. Current cperations have confirmed that armor NCOs are capable
of commanding ACVs in combat operations. By virtue of their previous experience in 'mor operations and in the employment of tank wsepons., the

transition to AýV operations iF a relatively simple task. One of the most
important crew members or the ACV is the driver$ since it is his training
and experience that permits the exploitation of the ACVs capabilities.
On the average a driver should havi approximately 75 hours of ACW driving
WFootnote:

]

USARV feels recohmendation for activation of a troop is prematuzre at this time.

.-
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e~xperience before operating the vehicle in combat. The present ACV unit
in RVN hAs noted that as the drivers reach 100 hours and more of driving
experience, the vehicle is capable of clearing more difficult obstacles.
The DECCA Model 202 radar has proven to be a valuable asset for day and
night river operations, therefore the enlisted radar-navigator must be
proficient in the use of this equipmcnt. The remainder of the -rew can
operate effectively with standard ar-or advanced training and on the job
vehicle familiarization. Maintenanre and supply perscnnel with the MOS
inlicated in the proposed TOE at Incl4sure 2., are capable of performing
aiu assigned duties in an ACV organization.
8
Material. The following deficiencies in material were noted during
the operations of the ACV unit:
a Communications. The installed aircraft radio.s a-e unreliable.
The unit has experienced some radio failure on every operation. The cornmander, ACT unit, has reconsended that the pr3sent radios be replaced with
the VW-12 series. In conjunction with the replacement of thi radixps,
the main control box for the vehicle coiander neec to be relocated from
the radar/navigator position to the commander's tum-et.
b, The unit has locally fabricated .50 cal. gun mounts for the top
turret's and a rotating seat that places the side gunner on the deck outside the cabin. This position provides a better field of fire to the rear.
If field evaluation reveals that these modifications are workable. they
should be factory installed on future AC~so
'•.
With the present, vehicle configuration, infantrymen riding on the
dA deck cannot fire th2eir weapons without danger of empty brass being
inge2ited into the fan or propeller. An examination is required to determine if z modification can be made to the vehicle iin order to take advantage
of this -ýdditional iire power.

J, d.tdditional equipment is

capability.
,at•

See detailed EMA at

required to enhance the vehicle's night
-osure 1.

LScomended modifications to support equipment are outlined at

f," he An/ASN-72 navigation set, position finding provides a continuous yX si 1ion plot on a 1:50,000 scale map within design accuracies of" + 10
meter . J he map used by this set has too smwi1 a scale to permit accurate

6IF
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interpretation in marshy.. rice paddy terrain which is devoid of significant
terrain featuree. A larger scab, in the order oi 1i25,,OOO shoi~Jd be conisidered f~vr future desiga.
S. It is the opialon of several persons interviewed that thie ACT has great
potenUt1a in the Azzy inventory. When considering that the czrrent vehicle
is in a "'raw"' 1.tte, vinilar to the helicopter ten vears ago., one can vieualize couiplete or partially assisted air cushion vehicles deý4gned to bring
superior fire power to bear on an enemny located in vast areals of irAUndated
land repetitioualy intersected !,y canals and rivere.
9. In order to provide a emaparisan of doctrine, organiz~t.',on and equipmget for air cushion vehicle units,~ the CDC Liaison Dstachxant w±].l, in
the near future,, xubuit a trip report on the three AC~s currently being
utilis~ed by the UIS Navy in I Corps, 3VN.
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Fire Power
1. What problems exist regarding type of weapons now OVI with ACT? In
answering this question consider the following tactical applications:
a.

Reconnaissance by fire.

b.

Reduction of bunkers.

.

Destruction of enemy forces and materieal

Aswr:

'.on

Bunkers

Good, no inprovement needed

Range inadeqiate

Ineufficieant
amo supply
for eaansive
use

Mpm unreliable,
good for short
mang

Cannot penetrate

No e•fect

Nay teW re-ducc E fire

No effect

Wc/o lasting
effect
Forces &

Materiel

Rate of fire

Good for sup-

Inadequate

Good for vup-

too slow, timited terminal
effect om
houses, hvy
vegetation and

pressi$e fire.
Good for trpo,
in open. Little effect on
materiel.

range. Good
an straw hutt.
Little effect
in hyy vegetation.

pressiv* fire
only.

boats
2.

What limitations are inherent in the vehicle's operational character-

istics that would lixtt

ure of any of the following weapons:

.a. Yfachine Gun, 7.62,
b.

achine Gum,
20M Canmna

7.62a,

CAU-28/A (Mimigm).
Armaant Sub3yrtea M6.

3M39.

d.

20u Cannon M6

e.

4= M 74 G•amda Launcher, •Intle MmOt, or follow-on improved

Vulcan.

high velocity grenade launcher.
Inc 1 1

I

El

(Cont'd)
f.

lo6mm HR
•

4OAi.

g.

Guided Missile AGK-22B/(MfTAC).

h.

2.75 ia,, Rocket Launcher.

i.

.50 Cal. Machine Gun M2.

W'.'t changes do you reconun-z..d

Answer:
a.

Minigun.

The field of fire of the minigun is limited when mounted

in the bow of the vehicle.
However, it is excellent when mounted in one
of the top turrets. No operational characteristic of the vehicle limits
the use of the weapon, however, the water and mud environment that the
vehicles operate in have caused weapon malfunctions. Additionally, the
weapon is difficult to aim because of the excessive muzzle flash.
bo M6 Aýruent System. Because of the critical center of gravity
of the vehicle, the weight of -he M6 subsystem makes its use marginal.
If used, the systems should be aountsd one on each side of the vehicle
o:., one system pointing to '61a rear.
c & d. 20mm Cannons. No experience factors are available that indicate any vehicle characteristics wculd limit the use of the cannon. E-

ployment of the cannon would provi 't additional benefiits above that of the
.50 Cal. in

increased range and hitting power.

A message has been forwarded

to CONUS requesting that a feasibility study be conducted :,ýn
the possible
use of these weapons systems.
e.
Orenada Launcher, No vehicle characteristics limit the use of the
system. Possible employment of the launcher would be as a secondary weapon
for the two top turret gunners to use against close in sampans or along
the high banks of "rrcw canals. Currently, the .50 cal. machine gun cannot be used against these +-argets because of mount limitations and gunners
are using the V79 grenade launcher.
f.
106 ER M40AL. WCO has recently completed a fsasibility study
on the use of this weapon, how.tver T3C! will not authorize a safetýy release until the weapon has been fired from an ACV.
Current plans are being formulated bo accomplish this test firing in CONUS. Additionally,

2

MA (Cont 'd)
the ACV unit commander has stated his will.ngness to test fire the rifle
in RVN in order to reduce the time lag in procurring these weapons.
(US
ARV will aot approve in-cotmtry firing of 106mm rifle from ACV until
safety release is authorized by TBCZ)
g. Guided missile AMU-22B (INTAC).
It does not appear that any vehicle Tharacteristic would limit the use of t1 is system. A weapon of this
type is needed imediately, to red-..e hara targets, with follow.on testing
of the TOK or Shillrlagh missiles for possible second generation w ipons
systems.
h. 2.75 Inch Rocket Launcher. Although, this system has not been
tested and therefore should not be eliminated from coneideration, the
close proximity of the ACV deck to the ground and the rocking motion of
the vehicle while movvig would seem to limit the use of this weapon system.
i.
.50 Caliber Hachine Gun.
tions on the use of this wesapon.

Vehicle characteristics place no limita-

j.
Although no specific changes are recommended for the weapons cnrrently in use, work should begin immediately on testing of new systems
with first priority to a w.apon that can destroy hard tar.ets, such as
bunkers.
Consideration should also be given to procurement of an indire ;t weapons system for the ACV such as the Sium r"rtar with flechette
filler.
3. What is the minim=m standoff range required for normal operations in
a cavalry rol6, for assault role, and foe" pLre reconnaissance role?
Answer: No specific standoff distance can be determined for the vehic13 in any role since the optimum range that a target can be destroyed is
a function cf target detection and weapon capability. &r4mbl
, a weapon
that is capable of destroying hard targets has an .inherent long range
capab-iity. Whet is required on the Ar is a rapid fire weapon system(s)
for close in a&faults and a weapon ca- Ole of destroyAIg hard targets.
Wnat standoff distance thw• is requireL because of the enemy' s capability
is equally difficult to determine.
Considering the type areas that ACV
unit will operate in, an assumption can be mode that the enemy will not

Le utiliwinR highly sorhiticated or extrmwelv Irpe calibar weapons. The
r4f cIbsing rate of tfie'vhicle a..so provides a measure of protection
against anti-nAteriel weapons. In this matter, the ACV should be compared
with the M551 of the armored cavalry platoon which has the same type capability that, is d.esired fjr the ACV.

3

ERA (Cont'd)
4. What limitations are there in use of any of the weapons listed in Paza
2 by the size or configuration of the ACT? What changes do you recommend!
Answer: Because of possible hull structure failure, it is possible
that the 20m cannon my be limited in its field of fire. As other wiapon
systems are tested, hull reinforcement may be required for such weapoDs as
the recoilless rifle or mortar.
5.

What affect does excessive noise, spray, etc, and other environmental

hiazards have on the crew ability to respond rapidly to combat sitiiations
and the application of mass fire tactics?
Answer: Excessive noise is a misconception prevelant among personnel
not familiar with the ACV.
While crew members wear the CYC helmet and
communicate over intercom, the writer of this report, carried on t conversation with the driver while underway without any problem. The vehicle
commanders also report no difficulty in i--ig instructions to infantrymen that are carried on the vehicles.
If one t-inks of tVe vehicle having

excessive noise in relation to infantry operations. a noise problem may
exist, however there is no more noise connected with the AX
than tound in
standard armor operations. During river operations at high speed, spray
does envelop the top turret gunners, however the visor on the CVC hlei-t
is used and gunners state that there is ne hindrance to their engaging an
enemy. No other major environmental problems exist that are pecuiia:r to
ACV operationc. Mud, dutst and rain are hazards that must be overcome by
any mounted force.
6.

What night observation devices are employed .with the weapons in addi-

tion to radar, what additions do you recou&end?

I

Answer: No night observation devices are being used other than the
installed DCCA navigational radar which is excellent for use over water,
but has a -- y limited capability on land. The unit commander is very
desirous to •-ip all weapons with the crew servec weapons sight and utilize the starlight scopa in the hand held mode. A requirement exists ÷'
pn~vide the drive, with some type of night driving device with as much
rang& capability as the state of the art will allow, In connection with
nign• observation devi, .s, considaration should be given to equipping the
ACV with a PPS-5 radar so that the vehicles could be employed in the iAxiit
amb3eh role. With adequatc. naviation equip ent, night observatio:. devices
and a rati- to coMlement the other equipment, these vehicles could establI•
numerous ambush or interdiction sites in one night. This capability

47

(Cont d)
should also be very successful in securing canals through remote areas.

(See par& S, basic report)
7. What changes if any do you recommend for the present concept of module
arwmr? Is it sufficient for operational needs? Consider vulnerability
of cr9w and craftA
Answer: The armor plate that was installed around the cabin of the
AC~s was removed to reduce weight and because it did not Irovide any degree
of protection to the crew. Additional armor plate is required around the
ring mounts on the top turrets. Other armor plate on the vehicle is adequate.
Consideratinn wae given to providing some type of armor -lating
for the infantrymen riding on the deck of the vehicle, howeier, the additional weight added to the vehicle and subsequent degradation of ÷)e vehicle's capabilities pro~hibit this modification.
S. What particular fire power advantages does the ACV have over the helicopters? Fixed wing? Ground mobile troops?
Answert
a. The firepower advantage over the helicopter is the ACV's ability
to carry more anaunition, a larger assortment of weapons and stay on. station for a longer period of time. This does not imply that the ACV can
repia•.,e the helicopter or any other weapons system, but it does In._rease
the commander' s choice of methods he may ie to destroy an eneWy,
b. The major advantage the ACV has over fixed wing aircraft (\actical
fighter), is that the vehicle is *cwned" by the grotud commander and he
is assured of its availability. While not able to employ the types of
weapons that fighter aircraft utilize (boabs, npalmn ftCo) the ACV unit
can remain in the contact area much longer and physically secure the area
once the enemy is destroyed.
c.
With no particular fiie power advantage over ground mobile troops,
the ACV does have tie capability to move that firepower over difficult
terrain much wore rapidly than can foot troops. This is a major advantage
'when atteupting to aebtroy an enemy that is very elusive, and refuses to
fight, except on his own terms.
9.

What are the fire pove-

,rawbacks?

S.
. ...
.

• ..

. ..

.•

..

_-5

FUA (Cont'd)
Answer: Presently ýhe major limitation to ACV fire powel, capabilities
is its lack of a large caliber weapon that can destroy b Lmksra and other
hard targets.
10. What tactical application makes the beat use of the fire power of
the ACV? List in rank order.
In answer SAueer:
to the above =,, probably the best tVctical application for ACT units are cavalry missions in areas similar to the Mekong
Delta. Those missions will require th* vehiclu to operate in the role of
reconnaissnce, assault and fire support. In order to .eneýrati resots
areas a long distFnce from base camps, the AM? unit must be largs enough
to destroy enemy units of at least platoon size. The mnit rwhat also be
able to support itself logistically for short periods of time,
In order
to do this the following size organizations should be considersd for tactical operations:
Troop (12 Vehicles)
Squadron (31 Vehicles)
Platoon (3 Vehicles)
ll. What other individual or tactical grouping of vehicles,$ aircraft, watercraft, or other, best complement the fire power of the ACV? Consider the
tactical applications indicated in rara 10.
Answer- Any individual or tactical groupingE of vehicles. aircraft or
watercraft can complement the fire power of the ACV. Seacraft. however,
art. rimner limited because of their relative slow speed compared to the
ACV and their restriction to operating in fairly deep waterway.. Ground
vehicles are the least able to assist because of the type terrain that the
ACV operates on. The best compleventary fire power would probably be fr'om
aircraft or in terms of future development another type of complete or
partially assisted ai.r cu3hion vehicle.
"~

1?. What missions are best accomplished by the ACV? Consider any of the
above paragraphs. What missions can only be accomplished by the ACV?
What missions are least likely to take advantage of the characteristics
of the ACV?

Answe
a. Based '4onthe limited experience gained from operationE of the
current ACV unit, it is ýhe opinion of individia.s comnected with the ACV

i6
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program that when operating in areas euch as the Plain of Reeds, any mission requiring growd operati0ons can best be accomplisbed by ACV unts,
These include, but are not limited tot

Reconnoissance
%6.curity
of canals
Mdon of areas to prevent escape
"
Sccurity element for airsbile assaults
b221er patrolling
AissaulUs against mall enem units
insertion and extraction of long range patrols
Transport of gzound troops
b. It is difficult 'o state a mission that can only be accomplished
by the ACV, since the vehicle is not the complete solution to any particular
combat requirement. In certain instanues, it facilitates accomplishaot
of the mission, but even withoat ACVs, commnders will be ablt to dOtermine
a ethod for mission completion.
c. The mission that trkes the least advantage of the vehicle capabilities is river patrolling since hbgh speed is generally not required and
other river patrol craft can accomplish this type mission equally as well.

1. What are the general envircnmenta. limitations to ACV mobility?
sider each of the following:

a. In swamp lands.
b.

On rivers.

c.

Across rice paddies,

d,

Areas with 6'-8' feet brush liwa.

e.

Areas with 10' and higher tree linis.

f.

Jungle areas,

g.

Urban areas.

h.

Dry aeasun.

Con-

MUA (Cont' d)
i.

Wet season.

j.

Darlcnesse

k.

Limited visibility other than above*

Answers
a.

Ideally suited to swamp lands.

b.

Completely at "home" in rivers,

c.

No problem in paddies 4th dikes loes

than 6 feet tall.

d. Traversing brush lines is a matter of speed, if enough
can be generated the vehicle will push through.
e.

The ACV can break thrvugh a tree line one row thick, if

are less than
f.

mmtum
the trees

5 inches i, diameter.

Jungle areas a"

impassable to the A(.

.

g. The vehicle can operate on the fringes of urban areas, but has
no application within such ax area.
h. During the dry season, the vehicle speed is slowed down whea tray6ling over dry plowed ground. Additionally, during this season the water
table is lower, which makes the dikes higher and more difficult to
aross.
i.

The wetter the season, the better for vehicle operations,

J, Until night vision devices for employment of weapons and night
driving equipment are installed, the vehicle is very limited during the
ihours of darkness.
k. Limited visibility due to fog, rain, dust, etc, does not halt operations, dhough they may be slowed duwn as are other type units.
2.

What training limitations affect the ACV optimum mobility?
Answer:

greatil

Aii

Without well trained drivers, the mobility of the vehicle is

reduced.

r

IM

3..

What limitations to mobility- are caused by the foiLoln~g:
a.

M

b.

Armausut.

Commn

ictons

Fuel capacity.

Sd.

WhatNalimiationas tonoi

1

liyaecusds.h

floi

c.

Orew fati!w.

f.

Requireent
.o~lementary
for

g.

Resupply reqp reuits.

h.

Passeigers carried.

i.

Additional equipment or stores carried.

J.

M.aintenance requirements (include PLL and tools).

estort of other wipons eystem•.

Answer:
a.
The weight and balance of the weapons are critical to the mobility
of the vehicle.
b. Fuel capacity I s sufficient,
must be devised.
C *.Crews

imdue fatigue.

however better fuel resupply methodu

are currently operating for periods up to seven hours without,

This is not a problem in vehicle employment.

d. As stated in the basic report, the VHC 12 series radios should be
installed in the craft to improve range and eliminate some of the radio

failures.
e. Better night navigational aide are raquired to improve the vehicle's mobility over land. The presently inatalled radar for water operation is adequate. Work should coinnce on designing and evaluating a

position indicating device for the vahicle that will enable units to know
their exact location at night while mving at high speed during land operations.

9
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If. Coup•lsentary escort by other vehicles is normally not required.
The ACV unit in RN has only utilized such an esc•rttwbces, a
these wre
fhelicopter light fire teans which presented no problem with v"hcle mobility.
g. Mobility limitations, because of resup~ty ,vquiivewnts, do exist
in that the ACM. must return to the operating base for refueling. When
an improTed refueling capability is provided, the mobility of the vehicles
in the context of limited range, will be corrected.
h. T.he nuvber and. total weight of passengers can liait the mobility
of the vehicle. Excess weight affects the vehicle's mobility more when
operating on land.

i.

The total weight and the balance of equipment and stores are a

factor that can limit wobility.

jJ. Maintenance requirements do not limit mobility since all repair
parts, to include a complete ACV, can be air lifted.

4.

What tactical application makes most use of the mobility of the ACV?
Answr:

5.

Cavalry operations in areas siUilr to the Plain of Reeds.

What tactical application makes the least use of tho mobility of the

ACV?
Answer:

Patrolling of major rivers.
IntellIece

.. Does the ACV have the capability to operate extensively at night? If
no, why not? If yes, in what wav? What are its advantages? Disadvantages?
What changes/additions do you recomwmnd to increase its night operational
(,apabilitier?

Answer: Currently, the ACV is extremely limited in its capability tc
operate at night because of the lack of night vision equipment. Vith proper

navigational aids and devices to permit weapons exployment, the ACV can
operate at or near its day light capabilities. Some missions that a unit
could perform are:

10
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Canal

!

Ja.'int,

MFD

ftltiple ambuphs.

Insortion/imtrctlim of iUW*
2.

How can the ACV best be employed In a co•at intvl.igenen*

role? Wat

are its limitations in a combat intelligence role?

Anse.rs The bast method of employing An XT wit is in the staadard
cavalry role. The =nit is limited in a coi~at intelligence role only by
the imagination of the emomnder. Without any exporlaew- factor, it is
assu•d that the intelligence gathered by a standard cavalry unit &dring
dry land operaticns could also be callevted by an ACV -nit In their area
of operations.
3. What techniques are envisaged when ACVs =,e employad in conjuaction
with LRPs? What are the limitations of this employmentl
iAn=wr: The techniques of employing ACTs to insert LHPs will ccasist
of dropping the patrol off at a designated eite while moving through the
area. Pickups will be essentially the saw, except if tbe patrol. M3 been
discovered, the ACV !mit has the fire power capability to ae*ist in the
extrazt-lon. Better navigational aids are required before the AV' c=s operate at night with LWPs, Because of the mote areas that 07 mite WU.l
operate in, the LEI unit seems to be ideelly s•ited for operations with
ACVs, as their additional training and experience in land naviatin Vill
be 7f &vat assistance. (See pars 5, basic report)

Comimud. an Control
I. What %zeans are available for internal communication of the crew?
ther3 a requirement for internal ccmmunications?

Is

Answers The atandrrd radio intercomunicaticns set is ugd by the
crew, Intercom is reqired because of the ..
rsw arangement. The whicle
commander stands in a turret like a tank counnder and is ml. comlIately
visible to tbo other crew menters. As etated previoutly, whi:,b.
the nwife
level is not excesoive, when all wacPon6 are firing and the craft moving,
the noise is not unlA.ke that found in tanks.
2. How dtes the boat comanvder conmmicate with troop passengers?
external communication means required?

Is

AnRer: The ACV comander 3omicstes with infantrymen riding on tho
outside of the vehicle through the use of the rifle squad radio. Additionally,

!
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""tadar tU&-4nfantry head utd arn sinals are upd. When the Infautrymn
are opwrating som dixtance fr U A&7V, one technique uaed is to turn
on the flashing red beaecon janted an tfr rear of the ACT. This light can
be soo
ACT.
3.

for mm di"t&e and ma

What iwe the princil

*

that al1 personnel art -o roturn to the
*

control difficulties?

Consider

bhe

fol01oingi
a.

C"SU24,ication

b.

Env&Loome°t.

Oqu~rwit.

0, coo3panflin~g Weavons lyst~w.

d.

Acco~aayg

vroop

on board or other mant such an airboats or

he.lcopters.

a,

The current

-A,io

systems are unreliable and need to be replaced

"ith 'he VRC-12 series,, in order to Iprove command and control.
b. The en'ironmnt normally requires that an observation helicopter
be usid It assist the Wf unit in navigation. The observer in the helicopter can wam of terrain obstacles that will allow the utit to bypass
them without decreasing their speed.
c.
There are no additiomal command and control problemm because of
accompanying veapona 7,stems.
Sufficient radio nets are available to contrio attached units
Observatiop helicopters have onr@ a one channel FM
caoab~lity. This rebrictn their uae by the ACT commander as ho mNst elect
tto monitor the A(4 Zricnerncy or that of the unit. to which he is atta-hed.
d. When
are used and
hae operated
blems in the

operating with troops, standard ta k-infantry team techaiquts
present no command or control problem, The present ACV unit
once as flMak security for airboate, with no significant proarea of comand and control.

4. What organi±ation is recommunded for 3 ACV operation?
tion? Nine ACT operation? Twelve ACT operatian? Other?

Answer:

Six z(CY opera-

The limited experience derived frm the preient mnit in UVI

indicates that a platoon should consist of three vreicles, a troop of 12

12

"
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vehicles azd a squadron of 31 ACV&, leaders are reminded that all units
above the platoon hav* not been organised or avaluated in EM and vehicle
totals are subject to chanpe.
5.

Wha

o.*

ti

ofL

Ujalp.f

systan

inU

conjunto

UI.wU

JithY~4

varius

ea

considered above is recomended ?7or emmp2is SixL ACT platoon v~rks best
with a Light fire team, Doecribe techniques that would be employpd.
Ahwar For operations exteanded distances from bass canps a three
to mlland atroo~psive unit U2 vehticles) should
vehicle paonis
two~ occavions,, on neither operati vas helicopter fire stipport required.
During the operation described at Tarlosvre 3, gunship support couild have
been utiLized but vas not available. It must be aess=4 however., that sons
type of fire support must be pmvide~d, either fr-the fozu of helicopter
gunships, artillery, or tactical aii mapport.

6. ftatis t~heoptVmucrew ai-e?
Answer~ The crew of the ACV should ostofevn
en acaizer
da-ver-,radar/navigator,, senior gunner (turret),, tuo side gunners, and an
observer. See Laiclosuvre 2 for 1M)S and grade structure.
is tir- optizmumplatoon organization? Do 7oia envisage an organi'zation wih various mobility im'des organic to a platoon? For exemple: a
platoon is mde up of tb.ree AOVs plus two cobras and a dlick.
7. Wha'

Anwr As indirat~d i.n paragraph 4., above, a three vehicle plat~oon
is considered opItimum based on the limi-ted experience of the present unit.
it is not envisaged that a mixod platoon will be used, primarily because
of the maintenwat and loglaticp4 problems associated wit~h such a vnit.
For tacti cal operat ions., complementary firei power can be attached or aircr-aft/ACl, =(/i~nfantry -teams can be btrined.

3. What Us the -optimin troop organization?
SSee Inclosure 2 for, proposed TLZ of an A(UY troop.
9.

What oommand arrangement makes b~est use of ACT capability?

under battalilons brigade,, division or W4B
cesrol.
13

For excaile:
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ACV units uhould opera".e directly under division control beAnM._r
cause of their peculiar operating characteristics and the scle user parts
problem.
10.

What staff sectia (or officer) in dividon should havs staff super-

vision of the ACT compohent?

ft?

Answer: It is recommended that G3 have ataff supervision of the ACV
unit(s .-- f employed in the role of cavalry, the type misvione arpigned
to the unit lend themselves to rspervision by the 03 staff, The rationale
for this recommendation is identical to that used for division staff supervision over standard armored cavalry units.
11.
What additional comnmications are required fir
What commnicatioas are excess to your reeds?

optim=m results?

Answer: As stated previously t.he current aircraft radios should be
replaced wit"h the T--12 seriec. Typical platoon configuration would
consist of one TRC-12 and one VRC-46, mounted in the platoon leader's
vehicle and one VC-12 in each of the tub remaining vehicles. There is
no excess coimmuicatior equiwent in the unit at the present tlm.
12.
Describe a typical operation in as much detail as possible.
sketches if required.
a.

One day.

b.

Two days.

c.

Three or more days.

Answer:

Attach

See Inclosure 3, for After Action Rc•ort.

13.
How far -von a base area can the unit operate?
are its limiting considerations?

For how long?

What

Aneve•r: Uits can operate &s far from base areas as required to complete their assigned mission. The major limiting factor at present is the
lack of an adequate method of refteling of the unit in the field. Wben this
problem is overoone,
distance from the base area ýill not require any more,
ccnsiders+,!o that it does during other types of operations. For planning
purposes, an ACT unit can generally operate in the field for a perioe' of
five days without raquiring any major maintenance effort. At the .,d of

14
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this period they shuld be returned to a bade area for a maintenance standdown.

s

Siservie
1. What peculiar logistic req
AC~s?

ts are inherent in the operation of

Anser: A major logistical requiremwnt for ACV operation ir a system
that can deliver fuel to the vohicles which will norzsrma.ly be operating in
extremely difficult terrain. Consideration must also be given to the fact
for e dam
is required
evacuation
that if air capable
vufficinnt,
lilft, ACg, te CH-54 is the only
helicopter
of prvdn
2.

What organization for

maminteance or eervice umit is recomended?

Ans
: See Inclosure 2, for the type of maintenaa-e element required
to support a troop-size unit,.
o experience factors are available to de-

termine what maintenance support will be required within tLe division base.
3. Should the troop have an integrated Direct Support maintenaice capability?9.
Answer: As indicater irn the proposed TOE at Inclosure 2, a direct support maintewnce capability is required in a troop level unit. A Squadron
organization will probably need a lizited general support capability or a
general support maintenance unit collocated with tU. ACV organisation.
4o What area of maintenance has been the most difficult to overcome?
Caused most down time?
Answer: The most difficult maintenance area to overcome haa been the
receipt of parts. Since the unit in RVN only has three 7ehicles, aufticient
repair parts have not entered the supply system. Oe ACV has been deadiined
waiting parts sine* 3 July 1968, other vehicles would have been deadlined also
except, tunt the unit has been suecessMul in using field mepedients to keep

the vehialm runnin.
5.

Has the test unit established F=L

Anms
line items.

The teet unit has an establisbhed PML of approximavly 1,20

15
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6.

What robile shop sets are requizred?

knswrz At the present time, the ACV unit is equipped witlh t.u aircraft
ma•ntenance set "A*, the *AI suppemnt and a 1IH-I organizatlional tool set.
Several cf toola howver, have not been required, other required tools are
rnc. includcd in the sets. The ACT unit is maintaiaing accurate usage records of •hese tools and at the con!'usion of the evaluation will submit a
proposal for an ACV oriented tool set.
7. What are thR reqairewmts for maintenance shelters? Is the t6st shelter
ac-e~uate? What recoandations do you lave ýo improve it?
Answra troop unit
spare parts,
The shop van

The test unit has on hand oae airmobile shop van, how-ee, fcr
five such shelters are rsquired, aseigned as follows: one ffor
one armawmnt, two general maintenance, and one communications.
can be improved by p.acing a backing plate behind the riets

as they have a tendency to pull out of t? wills. More cAbinets are needed
with bins for small part*. The hoist wunted on the roof needs a greater
lift
capacity and a non-slip surface on the floor. '.8.

What is primary cause foi

.fto'v tine?

Anw~r: Approximately "Y of the down time on ths AMs has been caused
by combat damage. Currently 2.1 hours of maintenrance is req•ired for each
hour of operation.
9. How many hours are normal prior to down tim?
ma..itenance stand-down SMI? Do vov have one?

What is your preventivere

An•.•wrg
The unit ooerates 50 hotrn b-twen acheduled -- riodic maintenan-e, however, in the near fature ths time. perieod wiF ce inc.reased to
75 hours with a final goal of 100 hours oetween 3cheduad inspectione. The
unit does not harQ a locml maintenance .S,
but utiliz.es .That sectlcin of
the S-5 operating &-id maintenance manual tthat describee BaLntnrance requiinsmentso
z 1.

Wat asbee yor pa-i. partsi problem'.,
Special ANV parts?

Como•rt parts?

Air;_,rsft

parts?

Answer- The cý.eIy major prob.Lm has bee the -ezeijo of kCV peculiar
parte from CONJS.
Becau9se the 4rit ha i been in RVN for only a short time,
firm procedures for rec,.peltp u parts have not beet established. Thia
problem area is nwt being corrected by Hq USAIV,
A:

i 1o

What matrtenance personnol problnms have you hd?

16.
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Answ•r:

There have been no maintenance personnel problems.

men Were. well trained in their WO and the training wa
then to perform their job.
12.

All repair-

adequate to enable

What matewriel fPilures have you had?

Aanwr: HyLdraulit and oil lvbricating systems hiLe been ths major cause
of materiel
failures. Niot of the parts that were mmanfactured inRaln
failed prmaturely.
13.

What do you consider the greatest vulnerability hzard in short cpera-

tions?

Sustained operations?

Answrs Vulnerability considerations are s
ae on ahort or sustained
operations. The major consideration is the same as with other units, which
is to attempt to take as little
damage a& possible during tho accoaqlishment
of the mission.
14.
WLat logistic considerations limit the time and/or distance the ACV can
operate?

Ajzwtr: The major lc4is z consideration which can limit an operation
is the Lack of a fuel re~mitly capability.

15.

Hof much of the total down time is caused by maineances failure of:

a.

Engine.

prplepse?

(1)

Turbine air propeller pusher?

(2)

Air cushion systm?

b.

Hull damage?

c.

Air cushion envelop?

d.

Coumnication eqw.J:int?

e.

Armament?

AnswsDuring this visit no figures were available to answer the 1EA.
The unit consander is preentlty prep•r•ng a technical report for AVCCK, wM-+h
will indicate the requected information. A copy of
i technical repor.
'j.1 be forwarded to 1q USACDC when coupleted.
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am.r- n. n~asazlt urit to cl~ose withi and destroy enemW forces us-Imr.'

a. 'ruJ~xcssecurity fbor the unit to VbIch assigaed orat'c
S :zts co:-Zat unvits by Lire,, mmanver~, and shock effect.

e.

Ccaiuctz indepezndent action wh~en pmoperaly reinforceii.

a.

Tzoý

Procvides co==d :cnrlan

*7ýinrez

M-e S'K-c5 ACYV for aco-_snd- vehicle.

-

r sel
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o1 sia

Mhe ACV -is coifIg~Ired -ii-th adequate

r-=tection a-nd sufficier.t. cc=iriicaticinB to enter

5,en3tla-I nets.

b; &,eratlo.Is Section.
:Inl

-6_
nzý:Or

r~oq' oe

Provides co~mntications, coordiatiom.:
ios.

The Opera Aziors Section is tefcl

for c=Ltrcýling Itroop activiti.es,, coor-di~nanting zomautt ard cor.Zet.
Z-.

pe e entz, cni maintaini~ng? coui~nicatýS.ons vifth- supported and.

po~i~headquarters =1n
C.i6
Av confiý; -(

ekczentz..

wd.
th 1ii~it weapos
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odeqiwnte radkior to enter
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__ uzt.ic. =~p.' The oZ~eratiouz ACY could yrovide thi mininmriu essentials
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tool
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Z10

~1.~CAC11 vvio d provide adcc-,,_,te facilities to offect batutle
Lic~. e~.rzor ea%-luation of inopcretive air cushion vehicles.

Evacua-

U~n~:~d e ccomAlIz1ed usinG a plenam- bleed duct systcrm.
kcto.irovi(ýes normal supply sup;o.r-t for the troop.

C. Cupply

Th2c zc~ccz~fn ccr carry eiough fuel for one stop servicing Lor the troop.
e. ~-.zSection. Provides the troop with norr.-;l1 zressinG Lbacilities
ooar ic to a 5e~~zecczkuany sized unit.
~ZtAsz- It Platon
r:n~ia Lir 'ca:cns

vr-ides 6ecurity, reconnairssance., and

7he light assault. platcon

support, for the t0r1oo0.

porforrs =iissions siud iar to cavealry scouts employed or. advaice or
rla-:
uo

urd' isions.

s-e-'zh-7 iz-ra~cticable; instead the platoon. uses tactics desi,17=d

t.o force

heecry:

it-sc~lt
g.

The biGh noisee level oft the vebicles =ahes tbe

to expose its pcos-itions.

Mie platoon then relies on

and fire power to destroy the en-ery or toexr
Eenvxj Aszarit Platoon.

the ;rcon~.
-..e henv-c az

eitl.

Provides heavy weapons fi.re support for

_hsLire mzy be d~irect, indlrect*or a cnbrinat~io~n of both.
altatoon is used as a; base a~ Lire, whea the troop

1-o.Zctz; fire --rd tne'eas

a. eascault forCL t.)destro~y enevry forc-2Z!

ii d~izcG.-ered by "the 11 jht azsauiat platoons, and as a-fire sup.port
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SUBJECT:

1.

~AIRCUSHION VEHICLE UNIT
MIC, 3rdftrigade, 9th~ In$ -v
APO San Prsrciico 96373

After Iction Report, 1-5 July 1968

General.

a. T",q Air'Cushion Vehicle Unit. was attached to the 3d Infantry Brigade,
9th Infantry Division during the period 1-5 July for opc -ations in. the PLAIN
olT R~EEDS. The primary mis'sions assigned to zhe unit were reczonnaissance-inforce and blocking force roles. Troops from the 3d Brigade and the My Phoc
Tay Special Forces CZDG were made available for the unit's use,. as was the
continuous use of one 11-23 helicopter.
*

b. The base of operations for fhe period was the My Phiozc Tay Special,
Forces Camp, XS201600.
Supplies and equipment required wece air transported
to the camp on a daily basis. Direct communications between the unit and
the Brigade rear at Dong Tam~ were maintained with PiC-25 and vRC-47 radoio.
..
During the operatiozý enemay coutact resulting in an exchange of fire
was gmade three times. Twelve detainees were evacuated to Dang Tk%, several
of whom were identified as N'~s. The .total confirmed body count for thci
operation was eleven; however-, the battle area of 3 July was not searthed

so total enemy casualti~es inflicted by the unit are not determined.
2.

*

g

Movement to the base camp and operations

I July.

a. Operations. The unit departed Dong Tam base camp 1 July for the My
Phou.c Tay Special Forces (SF) Camp. About ten miles from Dong Tam, eighteen
3d Vfigade infan'trymen were picked up to ride the side decks. The initial
plan was to carry 24 troops, but the weight proved to be too gmeat.. The
movement to the in -itial area of ,Qperations was dela~yed several times while
waiting-for additional, air assists to be made available. One li-23 helicopter

was uude available for the ACV cotwaandev to control the operation.

TheI

-fir~t area the unit was assigned consisted of a large populated triangular
shaped rice bowl about fi-o miles east of the SF camp. According to the
Vietnamese Camp ,Commander, the area was completery Viet Cong controlled.'and
earlier in the-year the SF had lost 200 CIDG and 8 advisors in the trianrýýe.
Adetailed house-,to-.house search was made of the area resulting in lieveh.
detainees, 'most- of whom were identified as PW's. ý'The vehicles were- depl~oyed.

generally on .line in the sweep through the srea. 'Kyhouses were occupied
for 'short periods of, time -to lusure, that the vehicei-would not be ambushed,
r'~t caught in a cross 'fire, or not be able to mutually'support one another.
After completing the sweep of the triangle, the unit moved directly to the
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SF camp to set up the base. Supplies '%re brought in and coordination
made vith the Camp Commander for security and fire support.
b. Terrain. The terrain for the days operation varied from the
open -water of the My Tho river to very rough and confined tree line
breaks. The first 25 kms of the c- _ation consisted of moving up the
XANG Canal at high speed.
The canal is about 100 feet wide and averages
about 15 feet deep and no particular problems were encountered. At the
triangle, some searching was necessary to find a place to get, through the
tree line. The gap found had 2-3 foot banks and very high grass and brush,
the vehicles easil- jumped the bank and brush. The tree line immediately
opened up to a large open space covered with 3-4 foot elephant grass. Once
again a search was necessary to find a gap in the tree line separating the
elephant grass area from the rice fields of the objective.
This time it
was necessary to knock down several small trees and jump a small canal, all
of which was accomplished with delay. The rice paddy village, which was
the objective area, was about 6 kms long and 4 kms at the widest. The
paddles had 4-8 inches of water and new growth rice, the dikes were spaced
about 100 meters apart. Approximately every 1000 meters, a small canal had
to be traversed.
Except where trees obviously blocked the canals they could
be crossed at will. ACV #90 was hung up or.ce trying to cross an afea where
two of the larger canels intersected. The H-23 bad returned for refueling
and the size of the canals end their banks was not apparent from the ground.
The vehicles had been moving slowly to keep generally on line with the undersigned ,.-rning them of large dikes or canals, in which case the driver would
pick'up power to get across.
If such warning had been given, the vehicle
would not have been hung up, It was pulled free using ACV 903. The only
access from the western end of the triangle to the SF camp was through two
heavy tree lines and up two medium sized canals. No breaks int the fi.rst
tree line had been apparent on an earlier air reconnaissance; -therefore,
the Air Force FAG was asked to try several bomb strikers on the trees in
hopes of blowing through a hole. Two gaps were made, one using a large
bomb which cleared the trees, but left too large a crater (it will fill
with
i ater in time and be usable).
The other was made with several smaller bombs,
w1_Lsh left a rougher place, but at the time more usable. The gap was negotiated without major problem, the first vehicle had to finish knocking over
a large tree which caused a small dent (no repair necessary).
The remainder
of the 5 miles to the SF camp was accomplished without incident, except that
ACV 902 could not overcome hump drag in the two shallow canals. Each appeared
to be about 5-8 feet deep. This was one of several times that the relative
lower SHP of ACV 902 has been noticeable.
The other two vehicles had no
trouble accelerating over hump drag. The base area was an old French outpost
that has long since disappeared.
In the middle of June,._asmall engineer
force was moved to the outpost with two small dozers by CH-54 helicopters.
The area was leveled and three parking pads constructed using rubber fabric
cloth and M8 steel matting. The area had baked. hard enough so that dust -was
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• not a problem, and the hards!and assisted ii-keeping the zrews out of the
a
sonmnxdoenpolz.

Mud during the-daily

c. LogisticA. In addition to the engineer effort previously accomplished,
the following logistical support was required: JP-4 fuel, fresh water, amu-

nition, and C-rations.

A four day load of rations aad ammunition and eaough

fuel and water for tvv days was air supplied. A R&.) 100 Zpm fuel service
Water was
system was issued for use with standard 500 gallon fuel bladders.
transported in a standard 400 gallon water trailer. Three complete basic

loads of amauition were moved along .with 4 days rctions.

The small air-

mobile shop ihat has been loaded with parts, tools, and equipment was also
mowd up. A total of fii CE-47 Chinook sorties were used. The prime objective was to get minimwm essential support moved to the base ane to keep
the logistical szpport as simple and flexible as possible. The only problem

encountered was finding enough people to prepare and hook up supplies at
Dong, Tam, and to iuihoo1' and distribute them at the forward base.. The S-4,
3d Brigade, finally came to the res~cue and provided a five man detail, a
The success of the entire logistical
rigger, and a 2ý ton truck with driver.
support far exceeded expectations and conclusively proved that the unit can
operate for extended periods in the field without elaborate or costly support
The only shortcoming experienced was the fact that the vehicles
packages.
Each day's operation involved a well
had to return to the base to refuel.
planned move to an operational area somedistance from the base. The addi-

tional rounmd trip to the base for refueling would have unduly placed the
The problem was "solved" by carefully pacing
vehicles in jeopardy of ambush.
the vehicles to stretch the fuel; this economy resulted in on-station times
in excess of six hours. However, if the unit had been required to continuously move at moderate or higher speeds, the time would have been cut bY a
for a recommended solution.
See annex
third or more.
3.

Operations - 2 July.

The ACV unit was scheduled to conduct a reconnaissancea. Operations.
in-force mission in a 40 square Ikilometer area of operations.
For the missi.on
Shortly
24 Vietnamese CXDC-troops and 2 American Advisors were attached.

aIfter leaving the base, ACV 901 hit a high canal dike attempting to get out of
the &.01 FAI canal. The banks of the canal. were very high and steep; after
several unsuccessful attempts to get out, a low spot was found that appeared
.to be negotiable; however, the place was narrow and the driver misjudged the
The vehicle
slope catching the right side deck on the! high side of the hole.

spun in tearing a '9 foot section of skirt off and denting the bouyancy tank.
The remainder of tiF morning was consumed in stripping the vehicle, having the
sling brought up from Dons Tam, transporting the equipment off 901 back to the
forward base, and slinging 901 out by CH-54. At 1300 hours the mission was
again resumed witl the two vehicles, but without the CIDG. Four 3d Brigade
troops were carried on each vehicle. The afternoon mission was uneventful

-4,

except as an opportune tes: of the vehicles mobility in high, thick, grass,
scrub brush, and in crossing deteriorated canal banks.
Numerous houses,
bunkers, etc. were checked out without incident. Your large bunkers were
destroyed.
b. Terrain. Thn MIOI HA1 canal is a large and i#ell traveled route
between CAI LAI and MOC HOA. The banks are urnusully hig; and steep,
possibly as a result of the constant boat traffic. At times there is a
four foot tide in the canal, but it is not predictable using curretf tide
tables. - f ioperations in the future require the vehicles to traverse
the canal, attempts will be made to knock down ramp areas ,uI
AF bombs
or demolitions. The open areas, the PLAIN OF REEDS proper, are ideal for
the ACV; at times the H-23 coruld not keep up with the vehicles. At the
present time the grass is about a foot high and the ground covered wifh
3-4 inches of water, as a result the air escaping out the front of the
skirts slicks down the green grass and the ACV.becomes faster than at the
best water conditions. At first, atopping -was a problem for the drivers;.
however, it was discovered that low speed t"plough-ins" -were as smooth &s
on the water and that reverse pitch bad more effect than over watea. Many
of the driver techniques required to operate over ice hawe proven helpful
in the grass. (lce operations were experienced during the training period
at Aberdeen Proving Grownids).
c. Logis tics. No problems encountered. The CH-54 was on station -less
than two hours after requested. At Don" Tam the pilot released the sling
before it was lowered to the deck knocking a two inch hole in the bondolite
deck.
4.

I.

Operations

-

3 July.

a. Operations. Two US Battalions and a Vietnamese CIDG company conduci:ed an air assault into a triangle area bounded on three sidee by nedium
canals (SO MUOI, PRU HUYEN, TONG D0O LOC) nine miles to the west of My Thouc
Tay. The ACV unit was assigned the mission of establishing a blocking frce
along the east side of the SO MUOI canal. Fifteen VietnanE~se CIDG and two
American Advisors were attached to the unit and rode the side decks. A
direct route to -he obje-:ive area was not available; therefore, the length
of the. route was about 15 miles due to the c.ircumnavigation of the heavy
tree lines. The trip was made at maximum speed and without incidert. All
suspicious areas were reconned-by-fire and a couple of narrow passage ways
checked out by dismounting ,the troops. Once visual coutatt was e-stablished with
the infantry battalions. the unit began a wide zone reconnaisance along the
canal. The speed of the vehicles allowed the unit to range up to 4 kms from
-he assigned axis and st11 maintpin an adequate blocking force. During the
d., c'-r 60 houses were tnwestigated, 26 bunkers destroyed, and I confirmed
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hour; one VC vas obbserved running from the aphi10
and was setn to
tumble .ff the aike on 7hich h, vwas running. Since the area ,was fairly
heavily wooded .ht ICMG were veluctant to, go into the area -to get their
weaponfs as they feared an "aausbh About an hour later both -ehicles were
fired upon with nmall arms from a tree line.. After thoroughly saturating
the area wIth machine ,Suin and 40m grenade fire t'he CIDG were sent in -to
check over the area.. Two bodies were found with web-gear and weapons..
The unit remained on-station over six -hours and was released -about 17,00
hours to return to -the base zamp. A route different from the one used in
the-morning was selected and again traversed at high speed using recon-byfire techniques. Approximately 4 miles from the basi several VC were spotted
running along a tree line and were irmediately engaged. This action touched
off a-violent fire fight with an enemy force dug into the tree line. The VC
force was dressed in blue shirts, black pants, and had a white band around
their heads. Weapons used included caliber .50 machine guns, AK-47's, 9i
rifLes, carbines, and a, umber of other unidentified automatic weapons.
Indications were that the VC unit was taken by surprise. Many of the VC
were fighting from npen bunkers, one of the .30 macchine guns had so little
overhead raver t•at it vas blown off wiLh the h5 40mm grenade launcher,
FW

apprehended.

proiý

At

img vehicles fy the c•ew tof 9012, was fired upon1

ana no recoilless weapons vwere used. At times during the baftle the vehicles
were as close as 100 feet zaA one NC was run -over by ACV 902 instantly killing
him. The -vahicles, crews, and weapons (except the minigun) all performed
extremely well. Contact was held as long -as possible waiting for an airmobile
assault to fi.nish :up the fight; however, the infantry units had already moved
into RON positions and were not immediately available. Before the infantry
unit coul-d be moved -the ACV unit had to break contact as the vehicles had
taken so many hits, two men were seriously wounded, the engine on 903 had a
hole in the power stage, and the hydraulic syst",•i of 902 hed been shot out.
The vehicles moved clear of the area to make temporary battle patches, evacuate
the wounded (the H-23 was used), and to maintain visual observation of the
area. After a few minutes mortar iounds began to fall around- the vehicles
and it was necessary to move further away. Eight VC bodies were counted
laying in the open, but the airmobile asbault neveT materialized so the total
VC casualties aee unknown. The vehicles were driven the remaining 3 miles
to tYa base with some difficulty- ACV 903 lost all oil pressure just as it
pulled up on the pad and ACV 902 was nooed up on the pad; it had come part of
way down the canal and had to cut off its power. It each case when enemy
contact had been made during the day, helicopt..r, rad beer working in the area,
the H-23 C&C and -air cavalry scout LOR's.
In T ire of the cases had the air
craft Spotted any of the activity until the v(- .-les were engaged. This is
an axeellent example of the neces.sity to coý:•o] the ground aud have something
t also
occupying terrain, neither of which can be ecoumplished by aircraft.
pointis ut the limitations of aerial observation when working in heavy foliage
areas.
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b.
Terrairt,
The terrain was mostly very level, with a few small
1 *ais. The only dikes encountered were around the built-up areas.
The larger tree lines proved to be more difficult to get through than
anticipated; one tree line ran for over 4 miles with only two small
breaks in it. Due to the very flat ground and excellenL observation,

r-econnaissance-by-fire techniques paid handsome dividendq expecially
li:en making high speed runs to move from one area of interest to another.c. ELstics. Fuel almost became a problem as the vehicles each
averaged over seven hours of operation by the time they returned to base.
An air transportable refueling system would have been useful.
The
critical damage to ACV 902 was repaired with the tools and parts in the
small maintenance shop, chus paying for itself In one day.
5.

Operations - 4 July.

The decision was made by the 3d Brigade to fly both vehicles back to
Dong Tam by CH-54.' The vehicles were stripped and the items loaded in
A-22 containers.
The excess fuel and ammunitions was moved into the SF

camp pr'ý,per for future use.

The vehicles, shop, water trailer, and A-22

containers were air lifted back to Don& Tam without incident or problem.

6.

Lessons Learned:

a. The ACV can be operated and maintained for extended periods away
from the penranent base camp.
b.

The best type of terrain for the ACV is the PULIN OF PEDS or

areas very similar to it.
c. The commander of ýhe ACV unit must be provided a Light Observaticn
Helicopter for command and control.
The only' time the vehicles were stuck
or lost wab when the H-23 had rettirned for fuel.
d.

An air transportable refueling capability must be devised/constructed.

e. The ACV can find the enemy, make contact, and mtintain the contact
for short periods of time. More vehicles are an absolui:e necessity if any
extensive operations are anticipated or if it is envisioned that the vehicles
do wore than make contact, stage a brief Zight and then retire from the battle
field for 2-3 weeks for Lei).rs. At present there is no hope of rhe unit
fighting to a satisfactory cor.!usion in any large engagement.
f.

The ACV contributes to the !-attlefield a combat velicle that can

fight and hold terrain in areas impassable to tanks or wheeled vehicles.
This is a capability not possessed by any other item in

the Army inventory.

DAVID G. MOORE
MMJ,
Armor
Commarnding
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